QuickStart Guide - Chatzilla

Recommended IRC Client
The BSA National Committee for JOTI is recommending using the “ChatZilla” Add-On for Firefox to participate in JOTI

Start Firefox and select “Add-ons” under the “Tools” menu...

Install Chatzilla by searching for the Chatzilla Add-on and selecting “Install”
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Restart Firefox make sure you restart Firefox to install the Chatzilla plugin...

Select "Restart now"

Close Add-ons Manager as you now have the Chatzilla Add-on installed!
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Start Chatzilla by selecting “Chatzilla” under the “Tools” menu...

Change nickname to use YOUR nickname assigned when you registered for JOTI...
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Connect to Scoutlink IRC by entering:

```
/attach chat.am.scoutlink.net
```

in the text/command box...

You are now connected to the Scoutlink IRC network!
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Join the “english” channel by entering “/join english” in the text/command box...

Say Hello! as your first message to join in the conversation on the IRC channel...
Congratulations! you are now online and posted your first message!

Please follow all JOTI guidelines while connected...
For your safety and for the safety of all scouts taking part in JOTI. And remember, a Scout is both courteous and kind online!
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To leave the channel enter “/part” in the text/command box...

To disconnect from Scoutlink enter “/quit” in the text/command box...
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